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Abstract
This study applies the theory of planned behaviour to a university’s selection process. Within the structural equation modelling a measurement model is defined for two types of universities - economic and technical. Furthermore, it is examined whether the designed manifest variables determine the latent variables featured in the theory of planned behaviour, namely the attitudes toward the behaviour, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control. Based on the values of standardized regression coefficients for each of the factors, comparison between the students of economic and technical faculties was carried out.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Selecting university is a decision-making process, which could be included in a field of so-called career decision-making. According to Gati and Asher (2001), this term refers to a process that is undertaken by an individual, who is considering pursuable career alternatives, compares them, and then selects one. The choice of university education and the topic of career are closely related to each other and according to Germeijss et al. (2012) it creates a “mini-cycle”, which is a part of the whole career development cycle. As well as other decisions that may have long-term consequences on the life of an individual, this kind of decision is also influenced by number of factors.

In the first place it can be assumed that there could be different motivation factors, which accompany the decision-making process regarding university selection, due to the fact that applicants have different expectations and perceptions of the university degree benefits. The decision-making process is also affected by various reference groups whose opinions are more or less important to the individual. It also involves situations when different limiting factors can play their role in such process and could be taken into individual's consideration and therefore influence the intention to choose or reject specific university. Knowledge of such information is hence significant for the management of universities, as they can prepare the right marketing strategy aiming at specific target audience, based on these facts.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the factors that may influence the decision-making process regarding the choice of university and compare whether the influence is different in cases of applicants for economic education and applicants for technical education.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The theory of career decision-making is based on the general decision-making models. Those are according to Gati and Gal (2008) applicable to situations that are typical for having:
a) an individual who has to implement a decision,
b) goal or goals that the individual wants to achieve,
c) alternatives the individual will choose from,
d) factors the individuals will have to bear in mind when comparing the alternatives,
e) necessity to collect and process information (often under conditions of uncertainty).

For career decision-making is typical that the number of alternatives the individual must choose from is as large as the number of information sources that can be used. On the top of that there are many criteria to be evaluated and the final decision is also influenced by so-called the significant others such as parents or friends (Gati, Asher, 2001).

In connection to this process the carrier indecision is examined together with the factors that cause it. Three groups of problems are most often stated regarding the career decision-making process (Gati, Saka, 2001). It is above all - the lack of willingness to implement the decision, either based on lack of motivation or on irrational expectations. Another group of problems comes from the lack of information regarding the decision-making process itself or possible alternatives or even the available sources of information. The third group includes problems that relates to information inconsistency.

Many researches in the field of career decision-making examine the influence of individual factors or respectively the influence of other people individually (e.g. Pappas a Kounenou, 2011) or rather focus on the way the decisions are made (e.g. Gati et al., 2010; Germeijs et al., 2012; Galotti et al., 2006).

The theory of planned behaviour on the process of career decision-making is applied in this study. This theory is used to understand, anticipate and simulate the human behaviour in different situations (Ajzen, 2012).

Theory of planned behaviour was expanded and extended by Icek Ajzen on the basis of the earlier theory of reasoned action. Whilst the theory of reasoned action used only two variables that influence human behaviour, specifically the attitudes toward the behaviour and subjective norm, the new theory of planned behaviour adds the concept of perceived behavioural control (Ajzen, 2008). These variables have according to the theory of planned behaviour consequent impact on behaviour intention, which further indicates the actual behaviour. These three variables can be measured directly, i.e. we can ask about them, or indirectly, when we examine individual elements of these factors and the strength of their influence. We then evaluate three groups of expectations (opinions) that correspond with these variables (see Fig 1). By the use of indirect measuring it is possible to study the influence of these expectations and therefore raise the predicative ability of the tested construct.

Behavioural beliefs include both; beliefs about what the probability of possible consequences of particular behaviour is as well as an evaluation of whether these behavioural consequences are positive or negative for that very individual.

Normative beliefs are determined by what the expectations of others, i.e. reference groups concerning the particular behavioural are, and to what extend is the individual willing to fulfill these expectations, therefore what is the significance of such expectances to the individual.

Control beliefs as indicators of perceived behavioural control were in the theory of planned behaviour included for the following reason. The previous theory of reasoned action was unable
to explain situations when the behaviour of the individual depends on external factors, i.e. it is not fully under his control. In such cases, the individual may have an intention to implement certain behaviour, but for some reason he does not have sufficient possibilities or abilities to do so. These factors then restrain (or facilitate) the implementation of that behaviour. The model in this section addresses both; existence of such factors and control that the individual subjectively assigns them.

Fig. 1 – Theory of planned behaviour. Source: Ajzen (2008), p. 538.

Attitudes toward the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control are usually mutually correlated and subsequently form the behavioral intention. According to Ajzen (2002) it is true that the more favorable the attitude and subjective norm and the higher perceived control, the stronger the intention to implement such behaviour. Perceived behavioural control may also influence behaviour directly by the means of so-called actual control (Ajzen, 2008) in form of limitation in terms of insufficient opportunities or sources, which are necessary to implement the behaviour.

Theory of planned behaviour is applied in many scientific fields, from medicine and sociology to consumer behaviour. It is mainly because it allows analyzing the influence of intention on behaviour in various contexts. In the field of career decision-making Arnold et al. (2006) studied the influence of those three main variables from the theory of planned behaviour on the intention of choosing specific profession and they came to confirmation of these relations. This paper applies the abovementioned theory on behaviour analyzing university selection, because with this kind of behaviour all three factors can be assumed relevant; namely the influence of personal attitudes of candidates in decision-making process (attitudes toward the behaviour) together with the influence of reference groups (subjective norm), and least but not last with the existence of certain restrictive factors (perceived behavioural control).
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Entry data
There has not been any similar research carried out within the Czech Republic yet. Even though university students (or graduates) are subject to a number of researches, the issue of career decision-making process has not been addressed yet or perhaps just marginally. The only exception is the publication “How the pupils of elementary and secondary schools choose their further education and/or professional career” (Šťastnová, Drahoňovská, 2012) which only states the relative response rates and there is not any dependence examined in detail.

To achieve the set aim, i.e. the analysis of factors that may have an influence on the decision-making process regarding the university choice, and their comparison in case of applicants for university education of economic or technical type; data obtained by questionnaire filled in by first year university students of both fields were used. Students of two VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava faculties – in particular Faculty of Economics and Faculty of Mechanical Engineering served as a population for the research.

This basic group was in case of Faculty of Economics a quota sample according to the study program, respectively study field and its size was 278 students; in case of Faculty of Mechanical Engineering the technique of suitable opportunity was used and the group had only 75 students due to low response rate.

The questionnaire served as a tool for data collection and it was created on the basis of the theory of planned behaviour, whereas indirect way of measuring the latent variable of attitudes toward the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behaviour control was applied. These variables were therefore examined founded on the relevant ideas, as described in the previous chapter.

3.2 Structural equation modelling
To analyze the collected data, method of structural equation modelling was used (furthermore SEM), through which the theory of planned behaviour model validation was verified. Such modelling allows examining the relations between the variables that can be either observed (manifest, direct measured) or latent (hidden), whereas each latent variable is usually captured by several observed ones. Besides these two types of variables there can also be a residual variable, indicating the measurement or estimate error (Urbánek, 2000). The general structural model has two parts. It consists of both the measurement model as well as the model of latent variables (Nachtigall, 2003).

Relationships between manifest variables are part of the measurement model. These variables can constitute latent variable either by equally corresponding with each other (i.e. one latent variable equals one manifest variable) creating so-called substitute variable, or one latent variable measured by several manifest variables in which case we refer to the so-called indicators. According to Urbánek (2000) the observed variables in the measurement model correlate only with measured latent variable, therefore “all variance explained by linear relationship of observed variable on latent variable represents all “valuable” variance of observed variable” (Urbánek, 2000, p. 67). Part of the variance that cannot be explained is so-called residual variance, and is considered as latent variable. Algebraically, the measurement model is formulated by the system of two equations in matrix form.
\[
x = \Lambda_x \zeta + \delta, \quad (1)
\]
\[
y = \Lambda_y \eta + \epsilon, \quad (2)
\]
where \( x \) represents the indicator for latent variable \( \zeta \), \( y \) for latent variable \( \eta \), \( \zeta \) is the latent exogenous variable, \( \eta \) is latent endogenous variable, \( \Lambda_x \) and \( \Lambda_y \) are matrix of structural coefficients for relationships between the variables \( x \) and \( \zeta \) and variables \( y \) and \( \eta \), \( \delta \) and \( \epsilon \) are residual variables for \( x \) and \( y \). In addition to these elements also covariance matrix of residual variables \( \Theta_\delta \) a \( \Theta_\epsilon \) are part of the measurement model. Those are usually diagonal, and thus do not correlate with each other within the model.

Model of latent variables captures relationships between latent variables, respectively which latent variable is independent (exogenous), and is therefore not influenced by any other independent variable in the model, and which latent variable is dependent (endogenous) and is therefore influenced by other variables in the model. Equation for the latent variable model is
\[
\eta = \mathbf{B}\eta + \Gamma \xi + \zeta \quad (3)
\]
where in addition to the above variables also figure the structural coefficients matrixes of latent endogenous, respectively exogenous variables \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \Gamma \), disturbance \( \zeta \) as well as covariance matrix of latent exogenous variables \( \Phi \) and covariance matrix of disturbances \( \Psi \).

4. MEASUREMENT MODEL RESULTS

In this part the measurement model those three latent variables derived from the theory of planned behaviour are examined in application on behaviour when selecting the university. This model is analyzed separately for the sample of students of economics and separately for the sample of students of mechanical engineering.

Characteristics of tested model:
- Total number of variables: 29
- Number of observed variables: 13
- Number of latent variables: 16, out of which number of residual variables:13

Description of individual variables is stated in Tab. 1 and further in text.

Tab. 1 – Variables in measurement model. Source: own processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable type</th>
<th>Variable sign</th>
<th>Variable name in the theory of planned behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>observed</td>
<td>b1-b6</td>
<td>behavioural beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s1-s3</td>
<td>normative beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e1-e4</td>
<td>control beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latent</td>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>attitudes toward the behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>subjective norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>perceived behavioural control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual</td>
<td>e1-e13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The latent variable „attitudes toward the behaviour” (ATT) is measured by the means of observed variables b1-b6 that correspond with the respondents’ opinions regarding the issue of what benefits can the correct university selection bring along as well as what is the probability of achieving these benefits by selecting the right university. In particular it concerns the following benefits:

- **b1** developing study skills and abilities,
- **b2** gaining deeper knowledge and information in a particular field,
- **b3** promising career prospects,
- **b4** satisfying society status,
- **b5** success in professional career,
- **b6** high standard of living.

The latent variable “subjective norm” (SN) is measured by observed variables s1-s3 which evaluate the influence of three reference groups on the respondent and opinions of these groups on importance of correct choice of university. The variable s1 indicates the influence of parents, s2 closest friends and s3 classmates.

The latent variable “perceived behavioural control” (PBC) is measured by the use of observed variables c1-c4 that reflect what factors could have limiting influence on the choice of the right university and the intensity of their impact on the individual. More specifically it includes the following factors:

- **c1** lack of information during the decision-making process,
- **c2** economic resources,
- **c3** ability to identify own interests, needs and wishes,
- **c4** personal skills, abilities and talents.

### 4.1 Factors influencing the choice of economic type of university

The following figures demonstrate relationships between individual variables of the measurement model and the values of standardized regression coefficients. The recommended value for standardized regression coefficients that express the strength of relationship between variables corresponding to the latent variables is at least 0.5, optimally 0.7 (Hair et al., 2010).
In case of respondents from the faculty of economics the latent variable “attitudes toward the behaviour” (ATT) is most determined by factor b5 (0.872 value) i.e. success in professional career, and by factor b3 (0.867 value) which represents promising career prospects. The least important (yet still significant) influence was detected with factor b2, i.e. gaining deeper knowledge and information in a particular field. From the three reference groups that define the “subjective norm” variable (SN) the greatest influenced was measured with group s2 – closest friends and the least influential is group s3 - classmates. The latent variable “perceived behavioural control” (PBC) is most determined by factor c3, i.e. the ability to identify own interests, needs and wishes. The variable c1 (lack of information) only achieves 0.495 and therefore does not meet the requirements of the proposed model.

Relationships between individual latent variables that are presumed by the theory of planned behaviour are statistically significant as shown in Tab. 2 (P<0.05).

Tab. 2 – Covariance of latent variables - students Faculty of Economics. Source: own processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariance</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATT ↔ SN</td>
<td>15,667</td>
<td>4,494</td>
<td>3,487</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN ↔ PBC</td>
<td>6,718</td>
<td>2,553</td>
<td>2,631</td>
<td>0,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT ↔ PBC</td>
<td>9,639</td>
<td>4,413</td>
<td>2,184</td>
<td>0,029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Construction validity of individual latent variables may be assessed by Cronbach’s Alpha indicator with its recommended value should be larger than 0.7 (Hair et al., 2010). Table 3 shows these...
values for three latent variables used in the model and it implicates that the reliability of all latent variables is sufficient.

Tab. 3 – Cronbach’s Alpha for latent variables - students of the Faculty of Economics. Source: own processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent variables</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attitudes toward the behaviour (ATT)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjective norm (SN)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceived behavioural control (PBC)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Factors influencing the choice of technical type of university

As in the previous case, the following figure shows the measurement model for latent variables including the values of standardized regression coefficients.

Contrary to the measurement model where the factors are evaluated by Faculty of Economics students, in case of Faculty of Mechanical Engineering the relationship between the subjective norm and perceived behavioural control factors is not statistically significant (see Table 4). That can be caused by low value of standardized regression coefficient for the c1 variable (see Figure 3 – highlighted).
Tab. 4 – Covariance of latent variables - students of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. Source: own processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariances</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATT ↔ SN</td>
<td>22,463</td>
<td>10,720</td>
<td>2,095</td>
<td>0,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN ↔ PBC</td>
<td>7,047</td>
<td>5,634</td>
<td>1,251</td>
<td>0,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT ↔ PBC</td>
<td>39,793</td>
<td>13,872</td>
<td>2,869</td>
<td>0,004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values of Cronbach’s Alpha are again listed in the following table, all comply with the requirement, i.e. are bigger than 0.7.

Tab. 5 – Cronbach’s Alpha for latent variables - students of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. Source: own processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent variables</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attitudes toward the behaviour (ATT)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjective norm (SN)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceived behavioural control (PBC)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION

It can be stated that the values of standardized regression coefficients expressing the influence of different factors when choosing university are similar whether it is economic or technical type of university. This type of decision-making process is therefore not affected by the type of chosen university.

Within the evaluation of attitudes towards behaviour (latent variable ATT) are the proposed observed variables more determining with students applying for technical faculty which is confirmed by higher value of Cronbach’s Alpha. Compared to the students of economical faculty, these students considered the factor of gaining deeper knowledge and information in a particular field more significant. It is therefore possible to state that students of the technical faculty were more motivated by their interest in the chosen field. On the other hand the only factor that proved to be more decisive for the students of the economical faculty was the success in professional career factor.

When analyzing the influence of reference groups on the of university choice (latent variable SN) significant difference was found regarding the influence of closest friend. For students of both types of faculties they represent the most determining group of the “significant others”, but this factor determined the subjective norm more in case of students of economical faculty.

Also the analysis of perceived behavioural control (latent variable PBC) shows similar results. In both measurement models the factor representing the lack of information during the decision-making process was not found as very appropriate. The lack of information is not a barrier when choosing university. Major difference within the type of faculty was noted with the personal skills, abilities and talents factor where the value of standardized regression coefficient is rather
on the edge of acceptability regarding the decision-making model concerning the students of economy, whereas in the decision-making model of technical faculty students it is much higher. Therefore it is possible to state that in case of students with technical focus personal attributes can be perceived as more dominant limitation and can have a great influence when choosing university.

The analysis was limited by the fact that two different-sized groups of respondents were chosen for comparison. Another problem also consists in the low prestige of the research. Also backwards questioning about the decision-making process that the respondents went through in the past, may present problems in terms of the relevance of data. For this reason only the first year students were questioned.

Within the future research it would be useful to find out to what extend do the stated results differ or correspond for the groups of students from the faculty with the same specialization only in the conditions of different university, eventually how the given factors influence choices of students from different faculties (e.g. humanities or natural sciences). The research could be carried out among students who are in the process of career decision-making or more precisely are choosing the university at that very moment – such act would prevent the mistake resulting from the description of past behaviour.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the theory of planned behaviour on process of decision-making regarding the choice of university was applied. Measurement model capturing the relationships between observed variables towards three latent variables, in particular attitudes towards behaviour (the choice of university), subjective norm and perceived behavioural control was examined by the means of structural equation modelling. The measurement model was analyzed and compared separately for students of economical faculty and separately for the students of technical one.

Standardized regression coefficients proved the relationship of all proposed observed variables to the corresponding latent variable except for one case – the lack of information during the decision-making process factor. Values of standardized regression coefficients of other factors are often similar for both types of schools; significant differences were reflected in the criteria related to motivation when choosing university where the students of technical faculty show greater interest in chosen field whilst students of economical faculty are more focused on promising career prospect and consequent succeeding in their future career. At the same time the personal skills, abilities and talents seems to be significant barrier in the decision-making process in case of the technical faculty students.
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